Abstract: Researches on humanoid robots have become more and more active in various fields. One of the purposes is to construct a coexistent and cooperative society between humanoid robots and human. The body of humanoid robots is similar to human beings enabling them to walk with a pair of legs and to work with their hands. Therefore, humanoid robots have advantages to work in human environment. So, researchers' interests are attracted to introduce them into construction sites for more efficient works. In this paper, the main objective is the process of grasping experiment by a humanoid robot as an example of such application. The robot is required to obtain the object information and the grasping point. We propose a detection method for cylinders using L*a*b* color discrimination and oval estimation with conic fitting. The grabbing experiment using HRP-2 denotes the effectivity of the method using the GUI for transmitting commands.
INTRODUCTION
Decrease of the productive age has become a severe issue for the construction industry. So, robotic researchers have considered introduction of robots into construction works to compensate for insufficiency of workers. Examples of such works include menial works, human cooperative works, and deputies working at dangerous places. It is expected that efficiency, economy and safety in the construction site will be improved by change of main subject of works from human beings to robots [1] .
Researches on humanoid robots have become more and more active in various fields. One of the purposes is to construct a coexistent and cooperative society between humanoid robots and human. The body of humanoid robots is similar to human beings enabling them to walk with a pair of legs and to work with their hands [2] [3] . Humanoid robots have advantages to work in human environment. Researchers' interests are attracted to introduce them into construction sites for more efficient works [4] [5] [6] . In construction sites, many object consist simple shapes, such as pipes or blocks. We consider humanoid robots can substitute for human beings in the work dealing with these objects.
In this paper, we assume a case where the target object is a cylinder, which is easy to grab, and describe the process of object grabbing experiment. In chapter 2, we illustrate the method of recognition of cylinder with color detection and estimation of cylindrical shape. In chapter 3, we implement the control system to the humanoid robot and evaluate the system using GUI.
RECOGNITION OF OBJECT POSITION

Color Discrimination with L* a* b* Color Expression
In this research, MiniBEE, developed by View PLUS CO., Ltd. is used as a stereo vision system to recognize the 3-D environmental information. It is set into the head of the humanoid robot HRP-2 developed by Kawada Industries, INC. The state of head is shown in Fig. 1 .
MiniBEE can obtain position ) , , ( In order to acquire accurate stereo correspondence, we use a cylinder with random marked lines. When a point on the cylinder is clicked, all of the pixels with similar color elements around the clicked point are extracted. These pixels can be transformed into 3-D data by the stereo processing library in Mini BEE.
However, the brightness of the cylinder differs from place to place due to the reflection of light. Therefore, when we are less than threshold value (we define the value 15 in the experiment), the pixel is extracted. By repeating this process, all of the colored pixels of the cylinder are extracted. The result of extraction is shown in Fig. 2 . We can see that this color detecting process can extract all of visible area on the clicked cylinder.
Detection of Center of Gravity by Conic Fitting
The detected 3D cylindrical data points are shown in Fig.3 . In this data, there is only upper half part of the cylinder. For stable manipulation, the humanoid robot should grasp the center of gravity of the cylinder. However, it cannot be calculated from only the upper half of the cylinder. To estimate the center of the gravity of the cylinder, we use "conic fitting" and cylindrical model. Conic is the general term of a curve with second order such as oval (including the circle), parabola and hyperbola. There are a lot of artificial objects consisting of circle, sphere and et al, and its shape of section can be expressed by the conic. Therefore, conic fitting is used in various recognition systems [8] . If we can get a part of oval shape from data points as shown in Fig.4 , we can estimate the center of oval by conic fitting algorithm. As preprocessing of conic fitting, we assume the value of the position vector Q as Q and return Q .
The method is so robust that if there is large noise, the solution converges immediately [9] .
Using this algorithm, the shape of the conic can be estimated from raw data points. However, the obtained data consists of only the upper half part of the oval, if the margin error of the raw is large, not only oval but also parabola and hyperbola can be fitted.
We can get Matrix Q as following shape. The type of conic is parabola.
The type of conic is oval.
Degenerate to a straight line, double straight line, a point or an empty set.
When the conic is estimated as a part of the oval, the center point of oval The process of calculating the center of gravity of the cylinder using conic fitting is described as follows;
1.
We calculate the tentative center of gravity and the principal axis of upper half pipe using the captured pixels' data (Fig. 5 ).
2.
We divide the data of half pipe every 3mm by perpendicular plane along the principal axis from tentative center of gravity as shown in Fig.6 . Thus, we get the row of data points like Fig. 4 in every space between adjacent planes. 3.
If there are 5 or more data points between the adjacent planes, the conic fitting is done in the plane. If the conic is a part of oval, plot the center point of the oval. 4 .
The candidate of the center line is drawn by least squares method based on the center point of each oval. Furthermore, slide the perpendicular plane every 3mm along the candidate of the center line. If there are 5 or less data points between the adjacent perpendicular planes, delete the candidate of the center line. The remained part of the candidate is the center line of the whole cylinder. The length of the line is the length of the cylinder and the center point of the center line is assumed the center of gravity of the cylinder. The positions of center line and center point of the cylinder are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig.8 . We call the center of gravity of the cylinder as "target point" from now.
GRSPING EXPERIMENT WITH THE HUMANOID ROBOT
We experiment grasping application with humanoid robot using cylinder detecting algorism. In this experiment, we controlled the humanoid robot HRP-2 with a GUI. The GUI display is based on the image captured by Mini BEE set on the head of HRP-2.
The Specification of GUI Control System
We develop GUI application for controlling HRP-2 and implement it on a tablet PC. The PC can be held with hand as shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 shows GUI image. HRP-2 can receive commands by socket connection. The controller can command HRP-2 by clicking the objects or icons on the image. The functions are described in the following paragraph. A. Click point: When an object in the image is clicked, the similar color elements are extracted in the vicinity of the selected pixel using the color detection method of section 2.1. The position (x, y, z) of clicked point is also calculated using the stereo processing library in Mini BEE. B. Neck turning button: When the object is out of camera, the user can turn the neck to put the object into sight. When the turning button is pushed, HRP-2 turns the neck according to the Scroll bar. Furthermore, HRP-2 can turn the neck to its initial position when the reset button is pushed. After pushing this button, user can send commands to HRP-2 by socket connection. G. Vision renew button Pushing this button, the image of GUI on the display is renewed to the newest image Mini BEE has captured.
When a user clicks on the camera image and the calculated point is enough close to grasp the object for HRP-2, window A appears on the display. It is shown in Fig.11 . The displayed numbers show the position for reaching the hand. Each of numbers (x, y, z) shows the depth (cm), the right (cm) and the height (cm) of the target point of the cylinder sequentially from the standing position of HRP-2. When "OK" button is pressed, HRP-2 starts to move the hand to the target point.
Otherwise, if HRP-2 stands on far from the target object, window B is appeared. The numbers of upper row show the position of clicked object and the lower shows the next standing position for grasping the target. The position is set front 0.6m, left 0.2m of the clicked object and we call it "Grasping position" .
When "OK" button is pressed, HRP-2 starts to walk. 3.2 The Algorism of Grasping Action ・Judgment by Distance When users click the object in the display, if the distance between HRP-2 and clicked object is over 1.0m, HRP-2 doesn't go to grabbing position at once for safety. In this 
Result of Experiment
In this experiment, the position of cylinder was put 1736mm front, 403mm right and 786mm height from the initial standing location of HRP-2 (Fig.14) . By executing this program, first, the distance between initial position of HRP-2 and cylinder is over 1.0m, so HRP-2 didn't go to the grabbing position at once. HRP-2 walked 1015mm front and 161mm right, thus it arrived at Second position. Then cylinder went out of sight, neck was turned to put it into the sight. Cylinder is clicked again. HRP-2 walked 136mm front and 48mm right and it arrived at the third position. Here is the grabbing position. Then HRP-2 turned neck again and the target point is calculated. Finally, HRP-2 started grabbing the cylinder.
The action process of grasping object is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 14 . The scenery of action is shown in Fig. 15 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, the authors detected the center of gravity of the cylinder with a method combining oval estimation with conic fitting and color discrimination with L*a*b* color expression. The action command to HRP-2 is transmitted with the GUI and the grabbing experiment has been succeeded.
Future works require consideration of the action of humanoid robots after grabbing the object and creation of the grabbing action according to the shape of the cylinder. Furthermore, to adopt the humanoid robots for works and duties in construction site, the improvement of skillfulness, work speed and safety will be future problems.
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